Fort Moultrie SC May 1860
A Fine Collectible Print, with Historical Summary

The first in a new series of plans and views to be produced by Battlefields in Motion, Ltd., from their computergraphic recreation of Fort Moultrie, the historic Federal stronghold which peacefully stood guard prior to the Civil War on
Sullivan's Island, beside the entrance into Charleston Harbor, South Carolina. Within the ensuing months, this stronghold
would be strengthened, then forsaken altogether by its Union garrison under Maj. Robert Anderson, before being further
altered by its Confederate occupiers under Maj. Roswell S. Ripley to take part in the
April 1861 bombardment of Fort Sumter which inaugurated that conflict. Eventually,
Moultrie’s interior would be almost totally obliterated by Federal shelling during the
protracted siege of Charleston, so that only its ramparts still remain standing today.
Yet thanks to modern satellite-imagery and CG technology, a threedimensional model of this landmark has been created, virtually resurrecting it to its
pre-war configuration and appearance. Originally completed as a Second-System
coastal defense in December 1809, Moultrie had already undergone numerous
alterations and enhancements during the first half-century of its existence, plus
extensive repairs following major hurricanes in 1822, 1842, and
1854. By mid-century, its heaviest artillery had become
concentrated along its southern shoreline front so as to cover
Charleston’s sea-approaches, while its inner compound had grown
so crowded that members of its peacetime garrison often lived
outside its walls.
This beautiful and unique
architectural plan, precise in every detail
— down to the live-oak trees and hedges
which lined Moultrie’s Parade Ground in
the spring of 1860 — not only
constitutes a valuable educational
resource, but an eye-pleasing decorative
print as well, suitable for either public
display or private enjoyment.

Sizes and Prices
Small
24” x 16”

Medium
36” x 24”

Large
48” x 32”

Extra-Large
60” x 40”

Matte Value
Poster Paper

$15.75

$26.30

$41.05

$60.00

Semi-Gloss
Poster Paper

$20.95

$37.95

$61.80

$92.40

Archival
Heavyweight
Paper

$31.70

$62.15

$104.80

$159.65

Premium
Canvas

$39.75

$80.25

$136.95

$209.85

1) select the

of your Print or Poster* — Small 24” x 16”; Medium 36” x 24”; Large 48” x 32”; and
Extra-Large 60” x 40” — and click on its respective icon above, which will then link to Battlefields in Motion’s
product-merchandiser Zazzle, a well-established and safe supplier.
2) Choose the
which you prefer on Zazzle’s order-page, from among four possibilities — the
least expensive Matte Value Poster Paper up to Premium Canvas — click on your choice, and then proceed to
finalize your purchase.
* Larger versions such as the 4-foot-wide Large and 5-foot-wide Extra-Large are recommended for use in classrooms or historical
presentations, where ease of visibility is important, while smaller 2- or 3-foot-wide versions are ideal for personal scrutiny in libraries, or for
framing as a wall-adornment.
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